COVID-19 Testing for First Responders
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This guidance applies to all EMS delivery models including but not limited to; free standing, municipal third-service; fire-based, hospital-based, private, independent, volunteer, and related emergency medical service providers.
COVID-19 Testing for First Responders

Purpose: This document provides a brief overview of COVID-19 testing to inform decision-making for first responders including emergency medical service (EMS), Fire & Rescue, Law Enforcement and 911 telecommunicators.

1. Overview of testing for SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes the disease COVID-19): The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is the U.S. government entity responsible for regulating medical devices, including tests and devices like those being used to detect SARS-CoV-2. Because of the public health emergency caused by a previously unknown novel coronavirus, the FDA has issued multiple Emergency Use Authorizations (EUA) for various types of medical devices, including tests. Final validation of these tests still need to be completed through all of the normal FDA clearance criteria and received approval or clearance by the FDA under the traditional marketing pathways approval processes at this time. A list of tests which have been issued EUAs is available at EUA Information: FDA.gov.

2. Types of Testing:
   - Molecular: The molecular diagnostic tests look for evidence of an active infection by detecting either the genetic material of the pathogen or a unique marker of it. This type of test detects signs of the virus’s genetic material. One type of molecular testing uses is called a reverse transcriptase – polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) for pathogen detection. This approach requires only a small sample size of the pathogen (ex. from blood or saliva) and amplifies segments of the virus’ genetic code and replicates it in order to be show it is present more easily detected. A positive result indicates the presence of actual infectious viral material in the body. However, these results cannot alone determine if the pathogen remains viable (e.g., infective) or is dead and no longer infective. The presence of such material does not necessarily indicate if the patient is infectious (although for provider safety, patients with a positive test should be presumed infectious) but simply that such material is there. Test samples are usually obtained from humans using a special nasal swab designed for this purpose.
   - Antigen: The antigen diagnostic tests quickly detect fragments of pathogen proteins found on or within the virus from testing samples collected from humans, often from a swab of the nasopharyngeal cavity using swabs. However, antigen tests may not detect all active infections. Antigen tests are very specific for the virus but are often not as sensitive as molecular RT-PCR tests because of the certainty of positive samples used to develop the actual test. This means that while positive results from antigen tests are generally highly accurate, but there is also a higher chance of false negatives – which means falsely claiming absence of infection, thus negative results do not rule out infection. Until well-
validated antigen testing is available, negative results from this approach may warrant confirmatory testing using a molecular test (i.e. an antigen test may need to be confirmed with a RT-PCR test prior to making treatment decisions or to help prevent the possible spread of the virus due to a false negative).

- Serological: The serology tests look for the presence of antibodies, which are specific proteins made in response to an infection as part of the body’s attempt to fight that infection. It does not specifically indicate current (active) disease. It is important to remember that development of antibodies takes some time to develop after exposure to the infection, usually weeks. There are also different types of antibodies that are developed and can be tested for individually (i.e. IgG, IgM). Depending on when someone was infected and the timing of the test, antibodies may not have developed in sufficient quantities to be detected by the test. We currently don’t know if detection of antibodies, and at what level, indicates immunity, and/or protection, from a future exposure. Similarly, there is also, another concern that any detected antibodies may instead reflect other strains of a more commonly occurring coronaviruses, such as those causing which causes some variations of the common cold.

3. Testing Limitations: No test is 100% accurate 100% of the time.
   a. Specificity: Specificity is a measures of a test’s ability to correctly generate a negative result for people who don’t have the condition that’s being tested for (also known as the “true negative” rate). A high-specificity test will correctly rule out almost everyone who doesn’t have the disease when the test is negative and won’t generate a high percentage of false-positive results. (Example: a test with 90% specificity will correctly return a negative result for 90% of people who don’t have the disease but will return a positive result — a false-positive — for 10% of the people who don’t have the disease and should have tested negative – which is termed a false positive result.)
   b. Sensitivity: Sensitivity is a measures of how often a test correctly generates a positive result for people who have the condition that’s being tested for (also known as the “true positive” rate). A test that’s highly sensitive will identify almost everyone who has the disease and not generate many false-negative results. (Example: a test with 90% sensitivity will correctly return a positive result for 90% of people who have the disease but will return a negative result — a false-negative — for 10% of the people who have the disease and should have tested positive, or a false negative.)
   c. There are currently a variety of tests which have not been reviewed by FDA but may be purchased to test for COVID-19. The concern with false negatives relates to the higher potential for future transmission whereas the concern for a false positive relates to unnecessary additional diagnostic or medical procedures for the patient and wasted unnecessary PPE use for the provider and a false negative result could lead to
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4. Testing Evaluation Tips:
   a. Testing for first responders and EMS clinicians should be coordinated with the EMS Medical Director and other local/state public health agencies.
   b. Check the FDA site (COVID-19 Testing EUA Recipients) to determine whether the test you are considering purchasing has received an EUA by the FDA.
   c. Work with the EMS Medical Director to identify the test error rate to determine whether the results can be relied upon and if actions can be made with the data obtained.
   d. Purchase tests only through verified suppliers to ensure authenticity. There have been reports of counterfeit tests being sold to unsuspecting clients.
   e. Follow the test instructions exactly to avoid increasing the error rate and to achieve full test performance. Use Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA)-certified labs for test processing, if required based on the specific test.

5. Research References:
   FDA Contact Information on Testing:
      • Toll-free line 24 hours a day: 1-888-INFO-FDA option *;
      • Email to report shortages: deviceshortages@fda.hhs.gov;
   Email applicable diagnostic tests: COVID19DX@FDA.HHS.GOV
   Serology Test FAQs: https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/emergency-situations-medical-devices/faqs-diagnostic-testing-sars-cov-2#serology

*This document may contain content and weblinks to non-Federal websites and webpages. Linking to a non-Federal website does not constitute an endorsement by the U.S. government, or any of its employees, of the information and/or products presented on that site.
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Infectious Disease Society of America (IDSA) primer on serological testing:  
https://www.idsociety.org/globalassets/idlsa/public-health/covid-19/idsa-covid-19-antibody-
testing-primer.pdf*

Guidance on Interpreting COVID-19 Test Results: https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2020/05/Testing-Guidance.pdf
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